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of SB 1357 is
charter counties
not be able
any form of compensation other than
sal
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A
may not be able
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s. A charter county
may not be able to compensate supervisors for their official
expenses. A charter county may not be able to provide supervisors with group bene
Although no testimony on this issue was presented at the Committee's hearing, some observers believe that additional remedial
be needed in January 1988. Walters' column is
in
s report.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR r~~A~~ BERGESON
DEREGULATION OF LOCAL OFFICIALS COMPENSATION
OCTOBER 1
8
GOOD AFTERNOON AND WELCOME TO THE SENATE LOCAL GOVERNMENT
COMMITTEE'S INTERIM STUDY HEARING ON "DEREGULATING LOCAL OFFICIALS' COMPENSATION." I AM SENATOR MARIAN BERGESON, CHAIRMAN OF
THE COMMITTEE.
WE ARE HERE TODAY AT SENATOR KOPP S
TO LOOK AT AN
INTERESTING "HOME RULE" ISSUE: TO WHAT EXTENT SHOULD THE LEGISLATURE REGULATE THE COMPENSATION THAT LOCAL AGENCIES PAY THEIR
GOVERNING BOARDS.
IN A STATE WHERE THE
SLATURE HAS DELEGATED
A LOT OF AUTHORITY TO LOCAL GOVERNMENTS, SOME FIND IT CURIOUS
THAT SACRAMENTO CONTINUES TO CONTROL STIPENDS, SALARIES, EXPENSES, AND BENEFITS.
WITH ME THIS AFTERNOON
MENT COMMITTEE, SENATOR
AND ALSO SAN MATEO COUNTY.

OF THE LOCAL GOVERNREPRESENTS SAN FRANCISCO

TODAY'S SCHEDULE FOLLOWS A FAMILIAR FO~~T FOR OUR INTERIM
HEARINGS. AFTER I FINISH MY REMARKS, SENATOR KOPP MAY WANT TO
ADD SOME COMMENTS. THEN WE WILL BEGIN TO
FROM OUR WITNESSES.
THOSE OF US
NOW TO THE SUBSTANCE OF WHY
RE
WHO BELIEVE IN HOME RULE CAN BE PUT TO THE TEST WHEN IT COMES TO
COMPENSATION. SOME OF
THE ISSUE OF DEREGULATING LOCAL OFFIC
STAFF'S BACKGROUND
THIS CONCERN IS SUMMARIZED ON PAGE 2
I THE POLITICAL
REPORT. AND ALWAYS UNDERLYING
LOCAL
GOVERNING
OF TRUST BETWEEN
BOARDS.
WHEN I READ THE STAFF REPORT,
INGS:

DI

THREE KEY FIND-

FIRST, THE LEGISLATURE
DEREGULATED
THE COMPENSATION THAT
CAN PAY
THEMSELVES. CITY COUNCILS
SUPERVISORS SET
THEIR OWN SALARIES BY REFERENDABLE ORDINANCES. PAGES 3, 4, AND 5
SHOW THIS. THE COROLLARY TO THIS INDING IS THAT THE LEGISLATURE
STILL RESTRICTS COMPENSATION PAID TO
PURPOSE GOVERNMENTS,
LIKE REDEVELOPMENT AGENCIES AND SPECIAL
STRICTS.
ON THIS POINT, LET ME DRAW
WHICH·THE STAFF PREPARED FOR OUR HEARING
DETAILS ABOUT LOCAL OFFICIALS COMPENSATION.

THE
"
REPORTS EXTENSIVE

- 8 THE SECOND FINDING IS THAT THE LEGISLATURE HAS GRANTED WATER
DISTRICTS CONSIDERABLY MORE FLEXIBILITY THAN OTHER SPECIAL DISAS DISCUSSED ON PAGES 7 AND 8, OUR COLLEAGUE SENATOR
AYALA CARRIED S.B. 1370 IN 1984 WHICH PERMITS WATER DISTRICTS TO
RAISE THEIR STIPENDS ABOVE THE STATUTORY LIMITS, PROVIDED THAT
THEY ACT BY REFERENDABLE ORDINANCE.
THIRD, I FOUND THE DISCUSSION OF "FRINGE BENEFITS" VERY
INTERESTING.
AS DESCRIBED ON PAGES 11, 13, AND 14, LOCAL ELECTED
OFFICIALS ARE ELIGIBLE TO RECEIVE A WIDE RANGE OF INSURANCE PROGRAMS AND OTHER FRINGE BENEFITS.
I DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE LEGISLATURE HAS PAID MUCH ATTENTION TO THIS ISSUE BEFORE. MAYBE WE
SHOULD.
-0-
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Statement of the Association of California Water Agencies
For the Senate Local Government Committee Interim Hearing
On "Deregulating Local Official's Compensation"
October 7, 1987, San Francisco
My name is Dan Smith.
I am Associate Director of the
Association of California Water Agencies. The Association is
comprised of more than 360 public water agencies, mostly special
districts, located throughout the State of California.
We appreciate the opportunity to be here today to outline our
thoughts on the concept of "Deregulating Local Officials'
Compensation." It is a concept that we have long felt makes a
lot of sense, and we encourage the committee to move ahead with
legislation to implement it.
There are a wide range of local public agencies in terms of
size, scope of activities and responsibilities, complexity of
issue~ and problems that must be dealt with and type of
organization. At best, it is extremely difficult for the
Legislature in Sacramento to make decisions on the compensation
district directors, city councilmen and county supervisors
should receive with confidence that the result is appropriate
for the circumstances within local jurisdictions all over the
state. At worst, the present system of legislative decision in
Sacramento permits those who would take advantage to cloak what
they are able to secure within the wraps of an action of the
State Legislature.
In reality, compensation of locally elected officials should be
a matter between those officials and the people who elect them.
The Legislature's responsibility should be one of assuring that
compensation setting is done within a proper framework--one that
requires adequate public notice and hearing.
In that way local
officials will be required to set their compensation in an
atmosphere of public review and scrutiny so that the amount paid
reflects adequate compensation for the service provided as
ultimately judged by the people for whom the service is for.
We think it near impossible to develop a single legislative
limit on compensation that is appropriate across a broad cross
section of local agencies.
Even for those formed under the
authority of a particular act there are often broad differences
in the scope of responsibilities, complexities of problems and
issues and the amount of time, expertise and energy demanded of
the locally elected officials. As we see repeatedly, the result
is numerous pieces of special legislation each year as agencies
attempt to resolve these discrepancies.
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Testimony by Harlan Kessel
Interim Hearing, Senate Local Government Committee
October 7, 1987, Edmund G. Brown State Building, San Francisco
Re:

"Deregulating Local Officials' Compensation"

My name is Harlan Kessel.

I am an elected Director of the East Bay

Regional Park District and have been a Director since 1976.

Under the Public Resources Code, Directors of the Park District are
compensated at the rate of $100 per meeting, up to a maximum of five
meetings per month.

Meetings include regularly scheduled Board

meetings, as well as lengthy Committee meetings and other activities.

The East Bay Regional Park District is the largest District of its kind
by far in the State of California and is rivaled only by one or two
other such agencies elsewhere in the country.

The District encompasses

two of the most populous counties in the State, Alameda and Contra Costa
Counties.

We operate 46 separate facilities encompassing 60,000 acres.

We have a permanent staff of approximately 450 people, augmented by over
200 seasonal employees.
year.

Our budget is approximately

~30

million per

30 t

1987, Senator

Petris introduced SB 297 which would have

converted the

of Board members to a flat $500 without

to the number of
of five

Each Board member well exceeds the
per month, and the purpose of this legislation

was to eliminate cumbersome

However, during hearings on

the legislation, before this Committee, Senator Bergeson suggested that
the

retained, but that the number of

at

be increased to ten, and Senator Petris accepted
this suggested amendment
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only conclude that Governor Deukmejian vetoed Senator Petris' bill for
reasons other than those stated in the veto message, which dealt with
the philosophical objective of requiring elected officials to serve out
of a commitment to public service.

We have read your very fine staff report for this hearing with great
interest.

Your staff has identified the principal policy issues.

Our

purpose here today is to highlight the history of arbitrariness, lack of
consistency and uneven application in local government compensation
ablely researched by your staff that was played out in dramatic form by
the Governor's action on the three compensation measures discussed
above.

It is certainly time for some reform in this area as it applies to
districts

public's confidence in the fairness of

government and in consistency is eroded
described.

the recent events I have

Furthermore, it is unfair to ask busy citizens to assume the

heavy responsibilities borne by many
Regional Park District. without some

districts, such as the East
measure of compensation

for the time these responsibilities consume - at the expense of elected
officials livelihood and personal life.

We commend the Committee for undertaking an

investig~tion

into this

matter and we are prepared to assist you in your deliberations in anyway
we can.
Thank you.
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Special Districts
Association
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October 6, 1987

The Honorable Marian Bergeson
Chair, Senate Conmittee on Local Government
State Capitol
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Senator Bergeson:

The Board of Directors of the California Special Districts
Association ( CSDA) would like to thank the Senate Committee on Local
Government for the opportunity to participate in the interim hearing
on "Deregulating Local Official.s' Compensation." CSDA welcomes every
opportunity to represent the interests of its 400 member districts;
representing twenty-three types of districts (see Appendix l ) .
The Board of CSDA has authorized this written statement to be
submitted to the Committee for inclusion in its hearing materials.
The CSDA Board of Directors have met and discussed the issues raised
by the interim hearing on deregulating compensation. The Board of
Directors has taken the following official positions:
Support on the issue of deregulating local officials'
compensation by permitting special districts to set their own
directors' level of compensation. Said compensation could be set
by referendable ordinance, but no particular method or mechanism
is being proposed at this time.

I

Support regarding the
of parmi tting special districts to
to its directors all forms of benefits, not including
r~-a~~ benefits, to remain at the discretion of each
individual special district. It should be noted that no
comprehensive list or particular form of benefit is being
proposed.
Neutral regarding the issue of including retirement benefits in
a districts' benefit package to its directors. The CSDA Board of
Directors has taken this issue under submission for further
study and analysis because of the complexity of the issue of
retirement benefits.
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Senator

in the Committee's
local officials.
hearings and
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this written testimony.

CSDA
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Appendix 1
Types of Districts - Members
Air Pollution
Airports
Cemetery/Memorial
Community Sexvices
Fire Districts
Garbage & Refuse Disposal
Improvement
Harbor/Port
Hospital
Levee Maintenance
Library
Mosquito Abatement
Police Protection
Public utility
Reclamation
Recreation & Park
Resource Consexvation
Sanitary
Special District Associations (Local )
Transportation
Wastewater
Water
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Senator Bergeson

district to
personal gain.

elected off
financial

13844 provides that each
Board shall ·. rsaeue
not to . .eeed
that the Director
a
only receive a
maximum of $
to compensate Directors for
their usual monthly and/or bimonthly meetings, a Director
can still financially impact a district catastrophically
by
electing to participate in the Public Employees
Retirement System.
Such participation is currently
authorized
Section 20361 of the Government Code of the
State of
members of the Board of
Directors
district to become a
member of
Retirement System by
merely
with PERS.
districts contract
benefits, but
, a two-term
, whose age group
term, might only
Director's fees for the
his voluntary
Retirement
additi
l
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Curren

on tenure/highest
participant and spouse
*Survivor's
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event
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Senator

event
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of the total
districts within
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the recipient.
that frequently
in the Public
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declaring a conflict

a Director at his
already being paid
In some cases,
are receiving
, and such
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Senator Bergeson

additional benefits received by them,
"equates to "double-dipping."

at their election,

It is my

personal conviction that the system, as it
encourages Od/cl;' promotes flagrant abuse by
officials whose acticns evidence a concern for
personal gain as compared to any real concern to provide
responsible leadership as a public servatlt.
There is no
question, the public does not elect special government
representation with the knowledge that such "windfall
benefits" are available.
It is also my conviction that a
Director's participation in such benefit structure impacts
a district catastrophically and represents an ethical and
moral violation of the public trust.
stand~S,
ele~

Private enterprise, which examples the greatest standards
of efficiency, would bankrupt itself in short time if
employees with only two to four hours' work responsibility
per month and no tenure could, at their sole discretion,
elect to receive total lifetime health and retirement
benefits for themselves and their survivors. There should
be no exemption which permits elected officials of special
government
whose income is limited by law to $50
per
to
its employer by several hundred
thousand dollars, at will.
heart, evaluate it,
that will eliminate
public servanthood?

CLO/dmc
Reply to:

1015 Second Street
Old Sacramento, California 95814
(916) 442-2266

-
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SB 1357
CHAPTER 1356
An act to add Section 1241 to the Government Code,
relating to public officers and employees.
LEGISLATIVE COUNSEL'S DIGEST

SB 1357, Craven. Public officers and employees.
Existing law prescribes or provides for the
compensation of various state and local officers and
employees and uses both the terms "salary" and
"compensation" for this purpose.
This bill would provide that whenever the California
Constitution uses both the terms "salary" and
"compensation", with respect to a public officer or
employee, the terms shall be construed to apply only to
salary.
The people of the State of California do enact as follows:

SECTION 1. Section 1241 is added to the
Government Code, to read:
1241. Whenever a section of the California
Constitution uses both the terms "salary" and
"compensation", with respect to a public officer or
employee, the terms shall be construed to apply only to
salary.

The Sacramento Bee Final • Friday, October 9, 1987

-
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Solve probtem,cause another

F

or years, state legislators have
griped among themselves that
they were being unfairly dented health insurance and other benE'ftts available to other state employ-

ees.
And they had a point. It was a
t:;1 rdship on members, especially

tnose with families, given the rising
costs tlf health care.
To rectify the situation, therefore.
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown per~,ma!ly carried a bill that provided
I ·gislators with coverage by group
t·.caltll plans covering state employees.
·But this year, someone in the LegIslature's own legal office spotted a
potential problem.
The state constitution
that the
a legislamore
increased
'"'"'''''"""'' a year. That
been
gfi•Naliy interpreted to mean salary
accordance with that section,
Legislature typically increases
r•wn pay l 0 percent every two
An
legal mind wondered
whether, since the term used in the
constitution is "annual compensa·
t1un · and not "annual salary," someone might contend that extending
care benefits to legislators
mi;:ht consritute an illegal increase,
~'• yond the 5 percent limit, and challeage tlwm in court.

ion
. the Legislature's
chief lawyer. approached legislative leaders about the situatiOn, says Cliff Berg, the top aide to
St>nate President ProTem David Roberti. and it was decided tn fashion a
lt>gislativ<' o'sponse.

41 -

Last month. in the finai days of the
legislative session, a bill being carried by Sen. William Campbell, .RHacienda Heights, and dealmg w1th
public officials' pay was selected .as
the vehicle. The contents of the bill,
SB 1357, were stripped out and Sen.
William Craven, R~Oceanside, a
member of the Senate Rules Committee, took it over as the. author.
New language was written m~o the
measMe the day before adjourn·
men!, adding a section to the Government Code tv d_e~lareJhJlt when'ever the state constitution refers to
"saiary" or "compensation" it means
just"Salary."
.
In that abbreviated form, the bill
;Was given a quickie committee hearlng and whipped through both houses of the Legislature and onto Gov.
beukmejian's desk. He signed it on
Sept. 29.
· Berg says the new legislation was
designed to "safeguard health benefits from any potential question
should it arise."
One administration official said
the p~rpose of the bill ne;er :vas
made· clear to the governors off1c~;
only that "the Legislature wanted 1L
It's highly questionable whether a
mere statute can, in effect, amend
·the constitution to specify meamng.s
of words. The power to interpret the
meaning of "compensation" still reffi'iins with the courts, if someone
w~re to challenge the Legislature's
right to provide its me.mbers with additional fringe benefits beyond the
salaries specified by law.

8

ut beyond that, in their zeal to

protect then own pocketbooks, California lawmakers
may' have thrown a real monkey
wrench into the machinery of other
units of government.
Belatedly, representatives of the
County supervisors Associatwn. of
California, the !obbymg arm tor
courity governments, discovered the
bill's existence and tried to learn 1ts
purpose, only to run into a wall of Sl·
lcnce in the Legislature.
As one CSAC official said, "We
can't find anybody who's got any,.rmgPrprints on this bill whatsoever
The countv lobbyists were worried
because when the constitution, a
lengthy document, uses the term
"compensation," it doesn't jUSt refer
pay of state legislators.

Tilerc are upward of two dozen
such references and one of them
deals with the powers granted to
''hartered counties - the bigger
ones, for the most part - to regulate
nw "compensation" of their employees.

lf "compensation," as designated
by the new law. means only salaries,

then, CSAC lawyers fear it removes
th~ l,"ight of supervisors in those
counties to also establish fringe benefits and other forms of compensation for their employees.
The county government representatives probably will ask the Legislature to clean up the new law to specify that their powers to set non-salary
compensation remain intact.

It's not the biggest thing in the
world, certainly, but it's a classic iilustration of how things get messed
up when the Legislature, as it does
every year, writes and enacts bills in
the closing days of its session without
the normal safeguards of notice and
·public hearings.
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- 42APPENDIX
DEREGULATING LOCAL OFFICIALS' COMPENSATION
On October 7, 1987, the Senate Local Government Committee will
hold an interim study hearing in San Francisco to consider whether the Legislature should deregulate local officials' compensation.
In preparing background material for the hearing, the
Committee's staff reviewed all of the laws regarding the compensation of local governing boards: cities, counties, redevelopment
agencies, and special districts.
Their research revealed a wide
variety of legislative practices.
This Appendix contains the results of the staff's research.
type of local government has been assigned a separate page.
each type of agency, there are nine entries:

Each
For

Agency: The top of each page states the type of local government
or the individual agency in the case of "special act special
districts." The list of special districts in the State
Controller's Financial Transactions report was the source for
this inventory of districts. This entry lists the proper name of
agencies which may be different from their common reference.
Redevelopment agenc s appear, for example, as 11 community redevelopment agencies." Likewise, the entry for cemetery districts
uses the proper name of 11 local cemetery districts."
Statute: The principal act under which the agency operates is
listed here. Where a special act special district is also
reported in West's Water Code Appendix, that citation appears.
Number in 1985-86: This information is taken from the State
Controller's Financial Transactions reports.
Governing body & selection: Because some legislators distinguish
between appointed governing boards and directly elected local
officials, this entry explains who governs the agency. Also
included is the statutory citation.
Maximum compensation: Three types of information can appear
under this heading. First, if the statute provides for
compensation, the amount per meeting (or per day) is listed along
with any limit on monthly compensation.
Secondly, the principal
act may prohibit compensation.
In that case, this entry will
read "not permitted." Third, some statutes are silent, leading
to the entry "none provided." Also included is any statutory
citation.

- 43The year statute, bill number, and author appear
s made by 1987 bills do not appear in this entry.
acts require local governing bodies to
resolution or ordinance. When
is shown.
In many cases, the
and this entry reads "not specified."
statutes permit reimbursement for
s. Because the language is inconsistent, this
e
repeats the exact statutory provision along with the
relevant citation.
~~~~~~~~~~~=

s category allows for additional
unique or unusual issues.
In particular, the
islature deregulated the amount of compensation which may be
to directors certain water districts' directors (SB 1370,
la, 1984).
In those cases, this entry indicates that the
t may use the procedures in Water Code §20200, et ~·

- 44AIRPORT DISTRICTS

Statute: California Airport District Act, Public Utilities Code
§22001, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

8.

Governing body & selection: District voters select the
five-member board of directors.
Maximum compensation: $100 per meeting, but not to exceed four
meetings per month (Public Utilities Code §22407).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 1180, Statutes of 1985 (SB 556, Presley).

None specified.

Other compensation: Directors may be paid their necessary
traveling expenses (Public Utilities Code §22407).
Additional

~omments:

None.

- 45ALAMEDA-CONTRA COSTA TRANSIT DISTRICT

strict Law, Public Utilities Code §24501, et

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors
(Public Utilities Code §24821).
Maximum compensation:
$100 a meeting and $100 a day for other
district business, up to $500 a month (Public Utilities Code
§24908).
raised:

Chapter 276, Statutes of 1982 (SB 1361, Petris).

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "necessary traveling and
personal expenses" is permitted (Public Utilities Code §24908) .
Additional comments:

- 46AlAMEDA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Alameda County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1275, Statutes of 1949 (Water Code Appendix
§55-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Alameda County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §55-6).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

$24 per month (Water Code App. §55-6).

Added in 1949 and never changed.

None specified.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
expenses" is paid (Water Code App. §55-6).
Additional comments: The above compensation is in addition to
the supervisor's salary (Water Code App. 55-6).

- 47ALPINE COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Water Agency Act, Chapter 1896, Statutes
§102-1, et ~.).
1.

Governing body & selection: The Alpine County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code Appendix §102-30~
Maximum compensation:
$20 per meeting, up to 3 meetings per
month (Water Code App. §102-31); and $20 per day upon board
1 (Water Code §102-32).
Last

in 1961

never changed.

None specified.

11

approval, directors receive
(Water Code App. §102-32).

- 48-

AMADOR COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Amador County Water Agency Act, Chapter 2137, Statutes
of 1959 (Water Code Appendix §95-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §95-7.1).

Directly elected board of directors

Maximum compensation: $100 per day, up to 6 days per month
(Water Code App. §95-7.2).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 1019, Statutes of 1983 (AB 751, N. Waters).

None specified.

Other compensation:
"Any expenses incurred in the performance of
duties required or authorized by the board" are paid (Water Code
App. §95-7 .2).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendab1e ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

- 49-

AMERICAN RIVER FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

River Flood Control District Act, Chapter 808,
s of 1927 (Water Code Appendix §37-1, et ~.).
in 1985-86: 1.
Governing body & selection:
Code App. §37-3 to 37-4).

rectly elected trustees (Water

$100 per day, up to 6 days per month
-7) •

Last

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981

(SB 189, Ayala).

None specified.
Trustees also receive "necessary expenses"
7-7) .
The board may raise its stipend above the
referendable ordinance pursuant to Water

- 50-

ANTELOPE VALLEY-EAST KERN WATER AGENCY

Statute: Antelope Valley-East Kern Water Agency Law, Chapter
2146, Statutes of 1959 (Water Code Appendix §98-50, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §98-51).

Directly elected board of directors

Maximum compensation: $100 per day, up to 6 days per month
(Water Code App. §98-58).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

None specified.

Other compensation: "Any expenses incurred in the performance of
duties required or authorized by the board" are paid (Water Code
App. §98-58).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et seg.

- 51BAY AREA AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT

Health and Safety Code §40200, et
Number

1985-86:

~·

1.

Governing body & selection: Elected officials appointed by
either their county board of supervisors or city selection
(Health and Safety Code §40221.5).
Maximum compensation:
$100 per day, up to $6,000 per month
(Health and Safety Code §40227).
Chapter 135, Statutes of 1986 (AB 3752, Cortese).
inance {Health and Safety Code §40227).
The 18 Bay district board members also
for "actual and necessary expenses" (Health
§40227).
Additional comments:

- 52BETHEL ISLAND MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

Statute: Bethel Island Municipal Improvement District Act,
Chapter 22, Statutes of 1960, First Extraordinary Session.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(§26).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

No limit (§42).

Does not apply.

Ordinance (§42).

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "traveling and other
expenses" is permitted (§44) .
Additional comments: This uncodified statute may have changed
since 1960; unable to trace.

- 53BIGHORN MOUNTAINS WATER AGENCY

B

Mountains Water Agency Law, Chapter 1175,

s of 1969.

Governing body & selection:

Directly elected board of directors

( § 5) •

Maximum compensation:
month (§12).

$30 per meeting; up to 3 meetings per

uncodifed statute may have changed since 1969;

None specified.
compensation:

None provided.
This uncodified statute may have changed
trace.

- 54BRANNAN-ANDRUS LEVEE MAINTENANCE DISTRICT

Statute: Brannan-Andrus Levee Maintenance District Act, Chapter
910, Statutes of 1967.

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:

Directly elected board of directors

( §6) •

Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:
( §6) .

"Just and reasonable" compensation (§6).

Does not apply.

Set by board of directors, but no method is specified

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "expenses necessarily
incurred" is permitted (§6).
Additional comments:

- 55BRIDGE AND HIGHWAY DISTRICTS

Bridge and Highway District Act, Streets and Highways
000, et
1.

Governing body & selection: Either county boards of supervisors,
city councils, or local selection committees appoint the board of
directors which consist of both elected officials and public
s (Streets & Highways Code §27122).
Maximum compensation:
$50 per meeting, up to $5,000 per year for
board members and $7,500 per year for the board president
(Streets and Highways Code §27149).
raised:

Chapter 593, Statutes of 1985 (SB 197, Foran).

receive payment for their
and Highways Code
§27149).
The only bridge and highway district is the
ghway and Transportation District.

- 56CALIFORNIA WATER DISTRICTS

Statute:

California Water District Law, Water Code §34000, et

~·

Number in 1985-86:

163.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code §34423).

Directly elected board of directors

Maximum compensation: $100 a day, but not more than 6 days a
month (Water Code §34741 [b]).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

Bylaws (Water Code §§34740 and 34741).

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "any expenses" is
permitted (Water Code §34741 [b]).
Additional comments: A board may raise its daily stipend above
the statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

- 57CENTRAL DELTA WATER AGENCY

Central Delta Water Agency Act, Chapter 1133, Statutes

Governing body & selection:
directors (§3.5).

Landowner selected board of

$25 per meeting, no monthly limit (§3.11).
statute may have changed since

s
to trace.

Set

statute.

"Actual, necessary and reasonable expenses"
, p
compensation as the board determines to be
and reasonable" (§3.11).
s uncodified statute may have changed
trace.

- 58CITIES: CHARTER

Statute:

California Constitution Article XI, §5 (b).

Number in 1985-86:

80.

Governing body & selection:
Maximum compensation:
Art. XI, §5 [b)).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected city councils.

Set by each city charter (Calif. Const.

Does not apply.

Determined by each city charter.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

Determined by each city charter.

- 59-

CITIES: GENERAL LAW

Government Code §36516.
1985-86:

360.

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·

Directly elected city councils .

salaries are based on a city's
to a statutory schedule (Government Code
§36515):
MONTHLY LIMIT
Up to and including 35,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300
Over 35,000, up to and including 50,000 . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . $400
Over 50,000, up to and including 75,000 . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $500
Over 75,000,
Over

to and including 150,000 . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . $600

50,000, up to and including 250,000 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $800

Over 250,000.

••••••••••••••••••e••••····················$1,000

amendments.
lmembers above or
, mak
it sugge
Code §36516).

sums

ordinances are referendable, as
law city may pay its
the amounts in the statutory
rather than restrictive (Govern-

for "actual and necessary
(Government Code §36514.5).
However, flat
zed expenses in addition to itemized expenses is
(Albright v. City of South San Francisco [1975] 44 Cal.

• 3d 8 6 6) •

Local ordinances cannot increase the
5% a year and cannot provide for automatic
(Government Code §36516).

- 60CITRUS PEST DISTRICTS

Statute: Citrus Pest District Control Law, Food and Agricultural
Code §8401, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

7.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by the county board of
supervisors (Food and Agricultural Code §8501).
Maximum compensation:
§8508) .
Last raised:
Method:
Other

Not permitted (Food and Agricultural Code

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

com~nsation:

Reimbursement for "actual and necessary

li8i~i~~i~a~ 0~~ii~5ijat~ the board approves the claims (Food and

- 61CITY OF MARYSVILLE LEVEE DISTRICT

Statute:

134, Statutes of 1875-76.

in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
commissioners (§1).
Maximum compensation:

Method:

Directly elected board of levee

None provided.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.

Additional comments: This uncodified statute may have changed
since 1876; unable to trace.

- 62-

COLUSA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Colusa County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 926, Statutes of 1983.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Colusa County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(§200).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (§200).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual, necessary and
reasonable expenses" is permitted (§200).
Additional comments:

- 63COMMUNITY FACILITIES DISTRICTS

Community Facilities Law of 1911, Health and Safety
00, et

Governing body & selection: The city council is the district's
officio governing body (Health and Safety Code §§4605 and

Does not apply.
Does not app
None provided.
comments:

- 64COMMUNITY REDEVELOPMENT AGENCIES

Statute: Community Redevelopment Law, Health and Safety Code
§33000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

274.

Governing body & selection: City councils and county boards of
supervisors may name themselves to govern their redevelopment
agencies (Health and Safety Code §33200). Alternatively, they
can appoint others to govern the agencies (Health and Safety Code
§33110}. All but six of the 274 redevelopment agencies (98%) are
governed by city councils and county supervisors.
Maximum compensation: City councils in cities with populations
over 200,000 can set the amount of compensation (Health and
Safety Code §33114). However, for all counties and for cities of
200,000 or less population, the maximum compensation is $30 a
meeting with no more than 4 meetings a month (Health and Safety
Code §33114.5).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 899, Statutes of 1973 (SB 992, Wedworth).

None specified.
Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
(Hea
and Safety Code §§33114 and

Additional comments:

- 65-

COMMUNITY

s Distr

Law, Government Code

et

Governing body & selection: District voters select the board of
directors (Government Code §61200).
Maximum compensation:
$100 per meeting or per day, up to 6 days
per month (Government Code §61207).
Last

Chapter 1271, Statutes of 1982 (AB 3670, Thurman).
None specified.
Board members a
Code §61207) .

receive payment for their

members cannot receive compensation
for meetings held before the board
authorizing compensation. (28 Ops. Cal. Atty.
The board may raise its stipend above the statutory
by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water Code §20200,

- 66CONTRA COSTA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Contra Costa County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District Act, Chapter 16173, Statutes of 1951,
(Water Code Appendix §63-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Contra Costa County Board of
Supervisors acts as the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §63-6). The Board-may also delegate any or all
powers to an appointed commission (Water Code App. §63-6.1).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

$24 per month (Water Code App. §63-6).

Added in 1951 and never changed.

None specified.

Other compensation: Board members also receive compensation for
"actual and necessary expenses" in addition to their salary
(Water Code App. §63-6).
The board sets
compensation any
by resolution (Water Code App. §63-6.1).

- 67COUNTY

DRAINAGE DISTRICT

Contra Costa County Storm Drainage District Act,
1532, Statutes of 1953 (Water Code Appendix §69-1 et

The Contra Costa County Board of
's ex officio governing body (Water

Does not app
Does not
None provided.

- 68CONTRA COSTA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Contra Costa County Water Agency Act, Chapter 518,
Statutes of 1957 (Water Code Appendix §80-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Contra Costa County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (Water
Code App. §80-4).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 69COUNTIES: CHARTER

Statute:

California Constitution Article XI, §4.

Number in 1985-86:

12.

Governing body & selection:
supervisors.

Directly elected boards of

Maximum compensation: Must be determined in each county charter
(Calif. Const. Art. XI, §4).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Determined by each county charter.

Other compensation:

Determined by each county charter.

Additional comments: The 12 charter counties are: Alameda,
Butte, Fresno, Los Angeles, Placer, Sacramento, San Bernardino,
San
, San Francisco, San Mateo, Santa Clara, and Tehama.

- 70COUNTIES: GENERAL LAW

Statute:

California Constitution Article XI, §1 (b).

Number in 1985-86:

47.

Governing body & selection:
supervisors.

Directly elected boards of

Maximum compensation: Determined by each county ordinance
(Calif. Const. Art. XI, §1 [b]).
Last raised:

Does not apply.

Method: Ordinance. Each general law county must set its own
compensation by referendable ordinance (Calif. Const. Art. XI, §1
[ b] ) •

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

Determined by each county ordinance.

- 71COUNTY SANITATION DISTRICTS

San

ion District Act, Health and Safety Code

Board of directors composed of local
by the local agencies served by the
arrangements (Health and Safety Code

$100 a meeting, but not more than 6
lth and Safety Code §4733). Compensation
serve on more than one district board where the
operate the sewer system is limited to $50 a
more than $100 a month (Health and Safety Code

232, Statutes of 1986 (SB 1844,

i

Reimbursement for nany expenses incident" to
is
(Health and Safety Code §4733).

- 72COUNTY SERVICE AREAS

Statute:

County Service Area Law, Government Code §25210.1, et

~·

Number in 1985-86:

844

Governing body & selection: County boards of supervisors always
govern county service areas (Government Code §25210.18).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 73COUNTY TRANSPORTATION COMMISS

ssions Act, Public Utilities

4.
All appointed elected officials or
ing bodies vary with each commission
§130051).
$75

day, up to $300 per month (Public

8) •

493, Statutes of 1981 (AB 1009, Wray).
None speci
Neces
Util

traveling and personal expenses"
s Code §130108) .

- 74COUNTY WATER AUTHORITIES

Statute: County Water Authority Act, Chapter 545, Statutes of
1943 (Water Code Appendix §45-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

31.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by legislative bodies of
public agencies in authority [i.e., water districts, irrigation
districts, public utility districts, municipal districts] (Water
Code App. §45-6).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

- 75-

Statute:

Water

s

Law, Water Code §30000, et

~·

188.

Near
all county water districts
of directors (Water Code §30500) .
$100 a
507) .

, but not more than 6 days a

725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

None speci
Re
§30307).
A

for "

expenses" is

stipend above
pursuant to Water

- 76-

COUNTY WATERWORKS DISTRICTS

Statute:
et ~·

County Waterworks District Law, Water Code §55000,

Number in 1985-86:

80.

Governing body & selection: Either the county board of
supervisors or the city council governs, or the board is
appointed by the county board of supervisors (Water Code §55301).
Maximum compensation: $10 per meeting, up to 2 meetings per
month; and $100 per day upon board approval (Water Code §55305).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

None specified.

Other compensation: Upon board approval, directors receive
"traveling and other expenses" (Water Code §55305).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinan9e pursuant to Water
2 200, et

- 77CRESTLINE-LAKE ARROWHEAD

4

1985-86:

Statutes of 962,
§1 4-1, et

t Extraordinary
~.).

1.

Direct

$1 0 per

elected board of directors

, up to 6 days per month

725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).
s

expenses
zed
the

in the performance of
are paid (Water Code

The board may raise its stipend above the
referendable ordinance pursuant to Water

- 78DEL NORTE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: Del Norte County Flood Control District Act, Chapter
166, Statutes of 1955, (Water Code Appendix, §72-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86: 1.
Governing body & selection: The Del Norte County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §72-8).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
None provided.

- 79DESERT WATER AGENCY

Water
Law, Chapter 1069, Statutes of 1961
§100-1, et
.).
1985-86:

1.

rectly elected board of directors

$100 per

, up to 6 days per month

-12) •

725

tatutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

s incurred
the performance of
zed by the board" are paid (Water Code

raise its stipend above the
ordinance pursuant to Water

- 80DONNER SUMMIT PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICT

Statute: Donner Summit Public Utility District Act, Chapter 15,
Statutes of 1950, First Extraordinary Session (Water Code
Appendix §58-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors
(Water Code App. §58-3 and Public Utilities Code §15951 .
Maximum compensation: $4,800 a year (Water Code App. §58-3 and
Public Utilities Code §16002).
Last raised:

Chapter 83, Statutes of 1983 (SB 36, Johnson).

Ordinance (Water Code App. §58-3 and Public Utilities
6002).
compensation:

None provided.
The board may set
, or re

own compensation
for expenses.

- 81-

Distr

tAct, Water Code §56000, et

Elected officials appointed by
of supervisors or city council (Water

$10 per mee

, up to 3 meetings per

0 31) •

1955 and never changed.

also receives
incurred by him in
and the place of

The statute speci
s that the compensation
other amounts the directors receive
of
ls
Code §56031).

- 82DRAINAGE DISTRICTS: DRAINAGE DISTRICT ACT OF 1885

Statute: Drainage District Act of 1885, Chapter 158, Statutes of
1885, (Water Code Appendix §5-l, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

4.

Governing body & selection: Landowners appoint the board of
trustees (Water Code App. §5-5).
Maximum compensation: Trustees set an amount that is "just and
reasonable" (Water Code App. §5-7) .
Does not apply.
Method:

None specified.
Trustees receive payment for expenses (Water

- 83-

Distr
Act of 1903, Chapter 238, Statutes of
Appendix §8-1, et ~.).
1985-86:

15.

Governing body & selection: District voters select the board of
directors either from divisions, at large, or both (Water Code
. §8-5).

$12 per meeting, no monthly limit (Water

raised:

Set in 1963 and never changed.

None speci
The
actual
Code
comments

board members also receive
necessary expenses" for each meeting
• §8-53).

- 84DRAINAGE DISTRICTS: DRAINAGE DISTRICT ACT OF 1923

Statute:
1923.

Drainage District Act of 1923, Chapter 102, Statutes of

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by a county board of
supervisors or directly elected if property owners' petition
( §8) •

Maximum

com~nsation:

$10 per day, no monthly limit (§11).

Added in 1923 and never changed.
None specified.
The board of directors also receive payment
necessary expenses" (§11).

- 85-

Act of 1919, Chapter 354,
§31-1, et ~·).

The county board of supervisors is
App . § 31-1 ) .
None provided.
Does not
Does not app
None

- 86-

Landing Ridge Drainage Distr
1913, (Water Code Appendix §21-1,
1.

Governing body & selection: Dis
voters select a
five drainage commissioners (Water Code App. §21-2) .
$10 per day, no

1

Added in 1923 and never changed.
None specified.
The Board of Dra
Commissioners
for "necessary mileage" (Water Code

of

Code

- 87-

El Dorado County Tol
s Code §311 0, et ~·

Tunnel Authority Act, Streets and

1.

Governing body & selection: The El Dorado County Board of
Supervisors is the Authority's ex officio board of directors
(Streets and Highways Code §3lll0).
Not permitted (Streets and Highways Code

ssary actual traveling expenses" are
Code §31111).

- 88-

EL DORADO COUNTY WATER AGENCY

El Dorado County Water Agency Act, Chapter 2139
of 1959 (Water Code Appendix §96-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The El Dorado County
of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors
Water Code App. §96-33).
Not permitted (Water Code App. §96-33).
Does not apply.
Does not apply.
"Actual, necessary
reasonab
(Water Code App. §96-33).

trave

- 89EMBARCADERO

Embarcadero
s of 1960

IMPROVEMENT

Improvement District Act, Chapter
Session.

Directly elected board of directors

(§42).

Does not
(§42).

for "traveling and other

comments:

- 90ESTERO MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

Statute: Estero Municipal Improvement District Act, Chapter 82,
Statutes of 1960, First Extraordinary Session.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(§27).
Maximum compensation:
a month (§42).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

$25 a meeting, but no more than 3 meetings

Set by statute in 1960.

Ordinance (§42).

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "traveling and other
expenses" is permitted (§44).
Additional comments: This uncodified statute may have changed
since 1960; unable to trace.

- 91FAIRFIELD-SUISUN SEWER DISTRICT

field-Su sun Sewer
1951.

strict Act, Chapter 303,

The combined city councils of
(Solano County) serve as the district's
(§23).

$7.50 a day, but no more than $15 a month

Set

statute
Re
sement
"actual expenses,"
for travel, is permitted (§31).
s uncodi
to trace.

statute may have been

- 92FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICTS

Statute:
Fire Protection District Law of 1961, Health and Safety
Code §13801, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

429.

Governing body & selection: Most districts have directly elected
boards of directors, although some are governed ex officio by
county boards of supervisors and city councils (Health and Safety
Code §§13831).
Maximum compensation:
$50 a meeting, 4 meetings a month (Health
and Safety Code §13844).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 716, Statutes of 1973.

None specified.

pther compensation: Districts may pay "actual and necessary
traveling and incidental expenses" for attending professional and
vocational meetings (Health and Safety Code §13866).

Directors may receive group benefits pursuant to Government
Code §53200 (Health and Safety Code §13968).
Additional comments: On January 1, 1988, the maximum daily
stipend will rise from $50 to $75 because of Chapter 1013,
Statutes of 1987 (SB 515, Bergeson).

-

93~

Statutes of 1931

64

Code Appendix

County boards of supervisors appoint
App. §38-6).
Not permitted (Water Code App. §38-6).

Last

Does not
Does not
Trustees
and

compensation for their
ses" (Water Code App. §38-6).

- 94FRESNO METROPOLITAN FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: Fresno Metropolitan Flood Control Act, Chapter 503,
Statutes of 1955 (Water Code Appendix §73-1, et ~-).
Number in 1985-86: 1.
Governing body & selection: Elected officials and public members
appointed by the Fresno County Board of Supervisors and the
Fresno City Council, plus the public works directors of the City
and County (Water Code App. §73-5).
Maximum compensation:
Code App. §73-11).
Last raised:
Method:

$50 per day, 2 meetings per month {Water

Chapter 661, Statutes of 1982 (AB 1214, Lehman).

None specified.

Other compensation: Directors receive $50 in "per diem" for
"other official business" and "actual and necessary expenses"
(Water Code App. §73-11).
Additional comments:

- 95-

Health and Sa

Code §4170, et seB.

2
Appointed by county boards of
councils (Health and Safety Code §4179).

232, Statutes of 1975 (SB 675, Grunsky).
order of the board (Health and Safety Code

I

S

board may establish a monthly
secretary (Health and Safety

sors and city councilmembers
(Health and Safety Code §4179.1).

- 96GARBAGE DISPOSAL DISTRICTS

Statute:

Health and Safety Code §4100, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

8.

Governing body & selection: County boards of supervisors are the
districts' ex officio governing boards (Health and Safety Code
§4120).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 97GOLDEN EMPIRE

Trans t

strict Act, Public Utilities

An
board of directors,
Board of Supervisors and the
Utilities Code §101103).
$50
§101130).
Set

or

Re
is

but not more than $100 a month

1 1971 statute.

for "actual and necessary
1
Utili
s Code §101131).

- 98GUADELUPE VALLEY MUNICIPAL IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

Statute: Guadelupe Valley Municipal Improvement District Act,
Chapter 2037, Statutes of 1959.

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(§27).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

No limit (§42).

Does not apply.

Ordinance (§42).

Other compensation:
Additional comments: This uncodified statute may have changed
since 1959; unable to trace.

- 99HARBOR DISTRICTS

s and Navigation Code §6000, et

~·

Maximum compensation: $500 a month salary {Harbors and
Navigation Code §6060).
736, Statutes of 1981 (AB 1836, W. Brown).
None specified.
Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
{Harbors and Navigation Code §6060).
str
revenues of less than
salaries to their harbor commissioners.

- 100HARBOR IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS

Statute:

Harbor and Navigation Code §5800, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

1.

Governing body & selection: The county board of supervisors is
the governing body (Harbor and Navigation Code §5900).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.

Additional comments: The only harbor improvement district is the
Orange County Harbors, Beaches, and Parks District which is
governed ex officio by the Orange County Board of Supervisors.

- 101HIGHWAY LIGHTING DISTRICTS

str

1985-86:

t Act, Streets and Highways

234.

Governing body & selection: County boards of supervisors are the
districts' ex officio governing boards (Streets and Highways Code
§19130).
Not permitted (Streets and Highways Code

Does not apply.
Does not apply.
Not

comments:

(Streets and Highways Code

- 102HUMBOLDT BAY HARBOR, RECREATION, AND CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Humboldt Bay Harbor, Recreation, and Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1283, Statutes of 1970 (Harbors and
Navigation Code Appendix 2, §1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of
commissioners (Harbors and Navigation Code App. 2, §15).
Maximum compensation: $500 a month salary (Harbors and
Navigation Code App. 2, §17 and Harbors and Navigation Code
§6060).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 736, Statutes of 1981 (AB 1836, W. Brown).

None specified.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
expenses" is permitted (Harbors and Navigation Code App. 2, §17
and Harbors and Navigation Code §6060).
Additional comments: The Humboldt District relies on the
statutes governing harbor districts for many of its powers,
including compensation.

- 1 3HUMBOLDT COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Flood Control
strict Act, Chapter
Code Appendix §47-1, et ~.).

The Humboldt County Board of
's ex officio board of directors

None
Does not app
Does not app
None
comments:

- 104HUNTERS POINT RECLAMATION DISTRICT

Statute: Hunters Point Reclamation District Act, Chapter 1573,
Statutes of 1955 (Water Code Appendix 78-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §78-4). ·

Directly elected board of trustees

Maximum compensation:
Subject to reclamation district procedures
(Water Code §50000, et seq.).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

See above Water Code reference.

Additional comments: Senate Bill 615 (Kopp, 1987) proposes to
dissolve the District.
Governor Deukmejian signed this bill into
law on September 18 as Chapter 794, Statutes of 1987.
It takes
effect on January 1.

- 105-

Irr

Law, Water Code §20500, et

~·

99.

Di

elected board of directors

$100
day, up to 6 days per month,
over 500,000 acres get a salary up to $600
§21166) .
stricts which produce
or a salary up to $600 per month,
over 00,000 acres which get a salary
Code §21166).
725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).
i

Actual

necess

expenses" are paid

compensation and expenses the
also
rns the Placer
App. §81-7.4) and the Kings River
Code
. §59-11). The boards of
ir stipend above the
inance pursuant to Water

- 106JOINT EXERCISE OF POWERS

Statute:

Government Code §6500, et

~·

Number in 1985-86: 478.
Governing body & selection:
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None specified.

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.

Additional comments: Joint powers agreements state the purpose
of the agreement and the powers to be exercised between two or
more public agencies which formed it. These agreements can be
formed to "jointly exercise any power common to the contracting
parties" (Government Code §6502). Consequently, the governing
body and any compensation would be outlined in the agreement.

- 107-

HIGHWAY

D

in 1985-86:

tr

Act, Streets and Highways Code

2.

s

The board of directors is composed
by the boards of supervisors of
(Streets and Highways Code §25073).
(Streets and Highways Code

Method

Does not
Re
and
comments:

of "actual expenses" is
Code §25071).

- 108KERN COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Kern County Water Agency Act, Chapter 1003, Statutes of
1961 (Water Code Appendix §99-1, et seq.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors
(Water Code App. §99-7.2).
Maximum compensation:
$100 per meeting, up to 4 meetings per
month, and $25 per public hearing (Water Code App. §99-7.4).
Upon board approval, up to $50 per day (Water Code App. §99-7.5).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

None specified.

Other compensation:
"Actual, necessary, and reasonable traveling
expenses" for board meetings and public hearings are paid (Water
Code App. §99-7.4). Upon board authorization, "traveling and
other expenses" for duties "other than attending board meetings"
are paid (Water Code App. §99-7.5).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

09-

strict Act, Chapter 931,
§59-1,
.).

1951

elected board of directors

Compensation determined pursuant to Water
dis
(Water Code App. §59-11).
$600 per month (Water Code §21166).
Does not
Does not app
pursuant to Water
Code App. §59-11).
directors receive $100
or a
up to $600 per month
of the district plus expenses
ion district boards may raise
s
maximum by referendable
Water Code §20200, et
By
servation District.

- 110LAKE COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Lake County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1544, Statutes of 1951 (Water Code Appendix
§62-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Lake County Board of Supervisors
is the District's ex officio board of directors (Water Code App.
§62-6). But the board may delegate any or all powers to an
appointed commission (Water Code App. §62-7) .
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

$150 per month (Water Code App. §62-6).

Added by statute in 1963 and never changed.

None specified.

Other compensation: Board members receive "actual and necessary
expenses" (Water Code App. §62-6) .
Additional comments: The board sets the compensation any
commissioners receive by ordinance (Water Code App. §62-7). The
board may raise its stipend above the statutory maximum by
referendable ordinance pursuant to Water Code §20200, et seq.

- 111-

and Park District Act, Chapter

1.

Appointed by San Diego County Board

, up to 4 meetings per

$10

statute may have changed since

s
to trace.

None spec
1 necessary traveling and incidental
§49) •

members also may receive group
other
(§41) and
fessional meetings", including
However,
s uncodified statute may
unable to trace.

- 112-

LANDSCAPING AND LIGHTING DISTRICTS

Statute: Landscaping and Lighting Act of 1972, Streets and
Highways Code §22500, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

49.

Governing body & selection: Either county boards of supervisors,
city councils, or special district board of directors govern
(Streets and Highways Code §22529).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 113LASSEN-MODOC COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Flood Control and Water
2127, Statutes of 1959 (Water

1.
The Lassen County Board of
Board of Supervisors who
strict are the ex officio board of
§92-9).
Not permitted (Water Code App. §92-9).
Does not
Method

s not
receive compensation for
expenses" (Water Code App.

comments:

- 114-

LEVEE DISTRICTS

Statute: Chapter 310, Statutes of 1905 (Water Code Appendix
§9-1, et~.).
Number in 1985-86:

5.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §9-7).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of trustees

Not permitted (Water Code App. §9-14).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §9-14).

- 115LEVEE

Statute:

Levee

1985-86:

str

t Law of 1959, Water Code §70000, et

~·

1.
Directly elected board of directors

for "expenses necessarily
Code §70078).

- 116LEVEE DISTRICT NO. 1 OF SUTTER COUNTY

Statute:
§1-1, et

Chapter 349, Statutes of 1873-74 (Water Code Appendix
~·).

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §1-2).

Directly elected board of directors

Maximum compensation: $500 a year as a salary, to be paid in
quarterly installments (Water Code App. §1-11).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 844, Statutes of 1943 (SB 1112, Rich).

Set by statute.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §1-11).

- 117LOCAL HEALTH DISTRICTS

Health and Sa
Code §880, et
320, Statutes of 1959.

.

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·

~.,as

repealed by

Board of trustees appointed by the
and city councils (Health and Safety

Not permitted (Health and Safety Code

for "actual necessary
s" is permitted (Health and Safe-

Local Health District is
health district.
It continues to
principal act which was repealed in 1959.

- 118LIBRARY DISTRICTS

Statute:

Education Code §19400, et seq.

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: District voters select the board of
trustees (Education Code §19510-19515).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 119LIBRARY DISTRICTS IN UNINCORPORATED TOWNS AND VILLAGES

Statute:

Educa

Code §19600, et

1985-86:

8.

~·

District voters select the board of
9700) •

None provided.
Last

Does not apply.
Does not apply.
None
comments:

- 120LOCAL HOSPITAL DISTRICTS

Statute: Local Hospital District Law, Health and Safety Code
§32000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

76.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors,
although the county board of supervisors appoints the members of
the first board of directors (Health and Safety Code §32100).
Maximum compensation: $100 a meeting, but not more than four
meetings a month (Health and Safety Code §32103).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 1513, Statutes of 1982 (SB 1978, Vuich).

Resolution (Health and Safety Code §32103).

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual necessary
traveling and incidental expenses" is permitted (Health and Safety Code §32103).
Additional comments:

- 121LOCAL

Government Code §29530, et

~·

26.
The county board of supervisors, the
or the city council, and a transit
members (Government Code §29535).
None provided.
Does not app
thod:

Does not app
None

- 122LOS ANGELES COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: Los Angeles County Flood Control Act, Chapter 755,
Statutes of 1915 (Water Code Appendix §28-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Los Angeles County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §28-3).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

23TUNNEL

les County Toll Tunnel Authority Act, Streets
§31300, et

The Los Angeles County Board of
s
's ex officio board of directors
Highways Code §313l0).
Not permitted (Streets and Highways Code

Does not

Me

Doe

not
"Necessary actual traveling expenses" are
§31310).

comments:

- 124LOWER SAN JOAQUIN LEVEE DISTRICT ACT

Statute: Lower San Joaquin Levee District act, Chapter 1075,
Statutes of 1955 (Water Code Appendix §75-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by the county boards of
supervisors of Fresno, Madera, and Merced counties (Water Code
App. §75-6) .
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 125AND WATER

COUNTY

AGENCY

Flood Control and Water Conservation
916, Statutes of 1969.
1985-86:

1.

The Madera County Board of
's ex officio board of directors

Not permitted (§200).
Does not app
Does not apply.
for "actual, necessary and
permitted (§201).
comments:

- 126MAINTENANCE DISTRICTS

Statute:

Streets and Highways Code §5820, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

359

Governing body & selection: Either county boards of supervisors
or city council members govern (Streets and Highways Code §5820).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

7-

l and Water Conservation
195
Code

The
s ex

None
Does not
app

None

tors

- 128-

MARIN COUNTY TRANSIT DISTRICT

Statute: Marin County Transit District Act of 1964, Public
Utilities Code §70000, et seq.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Marin County Board of
Supervisors augmented by two city councilmembers serves as the
District's ex officio governing body (Public Utilities Code
§70060).
-Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "necessary traveling and
personal expenses" is allowed (Public Utilities Code §70087).
Additional comments:

- 129-

MARIPOSA COUNTY WATER

Act, Chapter 2036,
§85-1,
seq.).
l.

The Mariposa County Board of
s ex officio board of directors (Water

$20

meeting, no monthly limit (Water

1959 and never changed.
Set
statute, but a 4/5 vote of board can change it
Code §85-7) .
necessary and reasonable traveling
. §85-7).

- 130MEMORIAL DISTRICTS

Statute:

Military and Veterans Code §1170, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

26.

Governing body & selection: District voters select board of
directors (Military and Veterans Code §1197).
Maximum compensation:
§1197).

Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Military and Veterans Code

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
"Actual and necessary " expenses are paid
(Military and Veterans Code §1197).

Additional comments:

- 131-

Flood Control and Water Conserva995 Statutes of 1949 (Water Code

1.

The Mendocino County Board of
's ex officio board of directors

Not permitted (Water Code App. §54-4).

Does not
necessary and reasonable traveling
. §54-4).

- 132METROPOLITAN TRANSPORTATION COMMISSION

Statute: Metropolitan Transportation Commission Act, Government
Code §66500, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by a variety of local,
state, and federal agencies (Government Code §66503).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Government Code §66504.1).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
"Actual and necessary expenses" are paid
(Government Code §66504.1).
(ALSO SEE BELOW).
Additional comments:
In lieu of expenses, board members can
receive $100 in "per diem", up to 5 meetings per month plus
traveling expenses (Government Code §66504.1). The amount of
this compensation was last raised by Chapter 1257, Statutes of
1984 (SB 2168, Foran).

- 133-

Water

strict Act, Chapter 209, Statutes
§109-1, et ~.).

Appointed board of directors,
agencies (Water Code App. §109-51).

(Water Code App. §109-51).
The
litan Water District of Southern
agency formed under this Act.

- 134MOJAVE WATER AGENCY

Statute: Mojave Water Agency Law, Chapter 2146, Statutes of 1959
(Water Code Appendix §97-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §97-4) .

Directly elected board of directors

Maximum compensation: $50 per day, up to 6 days per month
(Water Code App. §97-10).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 320, Statutes of 1975 (AB 880, Mobley).

None specified.

Other compensation:
"Expenses incurred in the performance of
duties required or authorized by the board" are paid (Water Code
App. §97-10).
Additional comments:

- 135MONTALVO

IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT

1 Improvement District Act, Chapter
55.
1985-86:

1.

tly elected board of directors

$15 a

statute
Method

Doe

, but no more than $30 a month

1955.

not

per

comments::

also receive $20 a day and
district duties

- 136MONTEREY COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Monterey County Flood Control and Water Conservation District Act, Chapter 699, Statutes of 1947 (Water Code
Appendix §52-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Monterey County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §52-7).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 137-

MONTEREY

ial Health Care Authority Act,
et

985-86:
An appointed board of directors
Board of Supervisors, local
Health and Safety Code §1171).
$5

a mee
, but not more than $100 a
Code §1172.6).

statute
or

is
comments:

1983.
{Health and Safety Code

for "actual expenses" for
and Safety Code §1172.6).

- 138MONTEREY PENINSULA AIRPORT DISTRICT ACT

Statute: Monterey Peninsula Airport District Act, Chapter 52,
Statutes of 1941.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: District voters select the
five-member board of directors (§4 and §5).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (§7).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None specified.

Additional comments: The sections of this uncodified statute on
compensation have not changed since 1941.

- 139-

Peninsula Water
tatutes o
7
(Water

District Law,
Appendix §118-1, et

1.

elected and appointed by
of
sors and the city selection
. §118-203). Alternatively, district
(Water
App. §118-221).
, up to 3 meetings per

$30

. §118-206).
1977 and never changed.

neces
, and reasonable traveling
. §118-206).

- 140MOSQUITO ABATEMENT DISTRICTS

Statute:

Health and Safety Code §2200, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

52.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by the county board of
supervisors and the city council (Health and Safety Code §2240).
Maximum compensation:
§2248) .
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Health and Safety Code

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
"Actual travel expenses"
Code §2248) are paid. (ALSO SEE BELOW)

(Health and Safety

Additional comments:
In lieu of actual expenses, directors can
receive up to $50 per month (Health and Safety Code §2248).

4 SHORELINE REGIONAL PARK DISTRICT

Shore ine Regional Park District Act,
of 1969.

1

The City Council of the City of
's ex officio board of directors

None
Does not

ly.

Does not
ses plus $0.10 per mile for
25) •

s
trace.

statute may have changed

- 142MOUNT SAN JACINTO WINTER PARK AUTHORITY

Statute: Mount San Jacinto Winter Park Authority Act, Chapter
1040, Statutes of 1945.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by Governor, Riverside
County Board of Supervisors, and city council of Palm Springs
(§3.4).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
are paid (§3.5).

"Actual and necessary traveling expenses"

Additional comments: This uncodified statute may have changed
since 1945; unable to trace.

- 143-

Util

Distr

Act, Public Utilities Code

4

elected board of directors
01) .
$100 a meet
or a day, up to 6 days a
s Code §11908).
instead receive a salary
increased by 5% a year

1271, Statutes of 1982 (AB 3670, Thurman)
to $1 0.
530, Statutes of 1986
the sa
or reso

Pub

li

s Code §11908).

boards may
s (Publ
lities
provided for the expenses

strict provides
st
above the
pursuant to Water

- 144MUNICIPAL WATER DISTRICTS

Statute:

Municipal Water District Law, Water Code §71000, et

~·

Number in 1985-86:

46.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code §71250).
Maximum compensation:
Code §71255) .
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected boards of directors

$100 a day, up to 6 days a month (Water

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981

(SB 189, Ayala).

Not specified.

Other compensation:
Reimbursement for "any expenses" is
permitted (Water Code §71255).
Additional comments: A board may raise its daily stipend above
the statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

- 1 5CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Control and Water Conserva449, Statutes of 1951 (Water Code
et

~·).

1.

The Napa County Board of Superof
board of directors (Water

Not

(Water Code App. §61-7).

Does not
Does not
Not
comments:

Code App. §61-7).

- 146NEVADA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute:
Nevada County Water Agency Act, Chapter 2122, Statutes
of 1959 (Water Code Appendix §90-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
The Nevada County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (Water
Code App. §90-30).
Maximum compensation:
$20 per meeting, up to 3 meetings per
month (Water Code App. §90-31). Upon board approval, up to $20
per day is paid (Water Code App. §90-32).

Last raised:
Method:

Added in 1959 and never changed.

None specified.

Other compensation: Upon board approval, "traveling and other
expenses" are paid (Water Code App. §90-32).
Additional comments:

- 147NONPROFIT

General

Law, Corporations Code

220.
Members elect board of directors
01) •

None

Last

Does not
Set

(Corporations Code §9302).

les or
None

ded.

- 148NONPROFIT PUBLIC BENEFIT CORPORATIONS

Statute: Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporation Law, Corporations
Code §5110, e~ ~·
Number in 1985-86:

23.

Governing body & selection:
(Corporations Code §5220).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Members elect board of directors

None provided.

Does not apply.

Set by by-laws (Corporations Code §5151).

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 149NORTH DELTA

De ta Water

1985-86:

Act, Chapter 283, Statutes of

1.
Direct

$25 per

, no monthly limit (§3.11).
statute may have changed since

s
to trace.

Set

elected board of directors

statute.
"Actual, necessary and reasonable expenses"
as
board determines to be

This
trace.

f

statute may have changed

- 150NORTH SAN DIEGO COUNTY TRANSIT DEVELOPMENT BOARD

Statute: North San Diego County Transit Development Board Act,
Public Utilities Code §125000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: City councilmembers and a county
supervisor appointed by their respective agencies (Public
Utilities Code §125050).
Maximum compensation: $75 a day, up to $300 a month (Public
Utilities Code §125107).
Last raised:
Method:

Set by original 1975 statute.

Set by statute (Public Utilities Code §125107).

Other comEensation: Reimbursement for "necessary and reasonable
expenses" is provided (Public Utilities Code §125107).
Additional comments:

- 151DISTRICT

District Act, Chapter 12,
Session (Water Code

Directly elected board of directors
lie Util ies Code §15951).

$4,800 a
§16002).

(Water Code App. §56-3 and

83, Statutes of 1983 (SB 36, Johnson) .

6

Ord
2

Code

, or re

. §56-3 and Public Utilities

set up
s own compensation
sement for expenses.

- 152OPEN SPACE MAINTENANCE DISTRICTS

Statute:
et ~·

Open Space Maintenance Act, Government Code §50575,

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Either county boards of supervisors
or city councils govern (Government Code §50610).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

Additional comments:

None provided.

- 153COUNTY

Control Act, Chapter 723, Statutes
§36-1 et
.) .
1985-86:

1.

Orange County Board of
's ex officio board of directors
(Water
None
Last

Does not
Does not
None
comments:

- 154ORANGE COUNTY WATER DISTRICT

Statute: Orange County Water District Act, Chapter 924, Statutes
of 1933 (Water Code Appendix §40-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Both directly elected and appointed
by city councils (Water Code App. §40-12).
Maximum compensation:
$100 per meeting, $100 per day, and $50
per half-day, but no more than $600 per month (Water Code App.
§40-6.5).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 992, Statutes of 1982 (AB 2425, Robinson).

None specified.

Other compensation:
Reimbursement for "all actual, necessary,
and resonable expenses, including mileage" is paid (Water Code
App. §40-6.5).
Additional comments:
The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

1 5-

Pa aro
84

\'Ja ter
Code

et

Act, Chapter 257,
.).

985-86
elected and appointed by
sors, Santa Cruz County Board of
(Water Code App. ~124-102).
$100 per

, up to 2 days per month

-411) •

Added

1984 and never changed.

in the performance of
" are paid (Water Code

s stipend above the
pursuant to Water

- 156-

PARKING AUTHORITIES: PARKING LAW OF 1949

Statute: Parking Law of 1949, Streets and Highways Code
§32500, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

28.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by either the mayor or the
county board of supervisors (Streets and Highways Code ~32656).
Alternatively, the city council or the county board of
supervisors are the Authority's ex officio board of directors
(Streets and Highways Code §32661:2).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 157VEHICLE PARKING DISTRICT LAW OF 1

le

Distr

3

Law of 1943, Streets and

31500, et

1

Board of Parking Place Commissioners
mayor or county board of supervisors
§31773).

Does not
Does not
None

- 158PERMANENT ROAD DIVISIONS

Statute: Permanent Road Division Law, Streets and Highways Code
§1160, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

51.

Governing body & selection: The county board of supervisors
governs (by operation of law) .
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

59-

He a

Code §2800, et

~·

7.

Number

county board of

Not

Method:

(Health and Safety Code

Does not
travel
2851 .
o

and other expenses" are
SEE BELOW) •

members can
by resolution (Health
s compensation was last
(SB 2162, McCorquodale).

expenses,

1
if
The amount of
Statutes of 1984

- 160PLACER COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Placer County Water Agency Act, Chapter 1234, Statutes
of 1957 (Water Code Appendix §81-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by the Placer County Board
of Supervisors (Water Code App. §81-7).
Maximum compensation: Set by Placer County Board of Supervisors,
but cannot exceed amount paid to irrigation district directors
{Water Code App. §81-7.4). They receive up to $600 per month
{Water Code App. §21166).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
"Actual and necessary expenses" are
permitted (Water Code App. §81-7.4).
Additional comments:
Irrigation district directors receive $100
per day, up to 6 days per month or a salary up to $600 per month
depending on the function and size of the district (Water Code
App. §21166). Also, irrigation district boards may raise their
stipend above the statutory maximum by referendable ordinance
pursuant to Water Code §20200, et ~· By cross-reference, so
may the Placer County Water Agency if its compensation is $100
per day.

- 161-

FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER

Control and Water Conservation
Statutes of 1959 (Water Code Appendix

1985-86:

1.
The Plumas County Board of
's ex officio board of directors

Not

(Water Code App. §88-9).

Does not apply.
s not

1, necessary, and reasonable expenses"
. §88-9).

comments:

- 162POLICE PROTECTION DISTRICTS IN UNINCORPORATED TOWNS

Statute:

Health and Safety Code §20000, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

3.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of
commissioners (Health and Safety Code §20060-20061).
Maximum compensation:
Code §20069).
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Health and Safety

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
§20069) .
Additional comments:

Not permitted (Health and Safety Code

- 163-

PORT

Harbors and
1985-86:

§6200

et

~·

4.

Not permitted (Harbors and Navigation Code

Last

Does not apply.
Does not
None

- 164PROTECTION DISTRICTS

Statute: Protection District Act of 1880, Chapter 63, Statutes
of 1880 (Water Code Appendix §4-1, et ~-).
Number in 1985-86:

3.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §4-4).
Maximum compensation:
App. §4-16).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of trustees

$15 a day, no monthly limit (Water Code

Chapter 406, Statutes of 1957 (AB 2269, Rich).

Set by statute.

Other compensation: $0.10 a mile for travel to and from meeting
place, plus "actual and necessary expenses" (Water Code App.
4-16).
Additional comments:

65PUBLIC CEMETERY DISTRICTS

Statute

Health and Sa

§8890, et

~·

The county board of supervisors
s (Health and Safety Code §8950).
$50 a meeting, but not more than $100 a
ty Code §8952 (a)).
820, Statutes of 1984 (AB 3245, Statham).
or reso

s

Trustees may be paid the
necessary
(Hea
and Safety Code §8952 (a)).

comments:

- 166PUBLIC UTILITY DISTRICTS

Statute: Public Utility District Act, Public Utilities Code
§15501, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

56.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors
(Public Utilities Code §15951).
Maximum compensation:
§16002).
Last raised:
Method:

$4,800 a year (Public Utilities Code

Chapter 83, Statutes of 1983 (SB 36, Johnson).

Ordinance (Public Utilities Code §16002) .

Other compensation:

None provided.

Additional comments: A board may set up its own compensation as
a stipend, a salary, or reimbursement for expenses.

67-

RECLAMATION

Statute

Water Code §50000, et
154.
Directly elected board of trustees

No statutory amount; the board sets an
and reasonable" (Water Code §50605).
Does not app
Does not apply.
"expenses necessarily

The
reclamation districts,
, also governs most of the spec
act

- 168-

RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 10

Statute: Chapter 194, Statutes of 1913 (Water Code Appendix
§24-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Subject to reclamation district
procedures (Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

See above.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

See above reference to Water Code.

- 169-

RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO.

552, Statutes of 1905 (Water Code Appendix

Subject to reclamation district
00, et ~.).
See above.
Does not apply.
Does not app
See

re

renee to Water Code.

- 170RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 317

Statute:
§3-1, et

Chapter 379, Statutes of 1877-78 (Water Code Appendix
~.).

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §3-3).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Landowners select board of trustees

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

- 171-

213, Statutes of 1907 (Water Code Appendix

1985-86:

1.

Subject to reclamation district
00, et

~·).

See above
Last

Does not app
Does not app
See above Water Code reference.
comments:

- 172RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 830

Statute: Chapter 171, Statutes of 1911 (Water Code Appendix §15-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Subject to reclamation district
procedures (Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

See above.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

See above reference to Water Code.

73-

RECLAMATION

809

.) .

Statutes of 1911 (Water Code Appen-

-86:

Governing body & selection: Subject to reclamation district
procedures (Water Code §50000, et ~.).
See above.
Last

Does not apply.
Does not
See above Water Code reference.

- 174RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 900

Statute: Chapter 100, Statutes of 1911 (Water Code Appendix §14-1, et ~-).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Subject to reclamation district
procedures (Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

See above.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

See above reference to Water Code.

- 175-

161, Statutes of 1913 (Water Code Appen-

.) .

Governing body & selection: Subject to reclamation district
procedures (Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Maximum compensation:

See above.

Does not app
Does not app
See above reference to Water Code.

- 176-

RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 1000

Statute: Chapter 412, Statutes of 1911 (Water Code Appendix §19-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §19-2).

Directly elected board of trustees

Maximum compensation: Subject to reclamation district procedures
(Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

See above Water Code reference.

77RECLAMATION

411, Statutes of 1911 (t'later Code Appen-

.) .

1.
Directly elected board of trustees

Subject to reclamation district procedures
~.).

Last

Does not app
Does not apply.
See above reference to Water Code.
comments:

- 178RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 1500

Statute: Chapter 100, Statutes of 1913 (Water Code Appendix §22-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §22-2).

Directly elected board of trustees

Maximum compensation: Subject to reclamation district procedures
(Water Code §50000, et ~-).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

See above Water Code reference.

- 179RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 1600

Statutes of 1913 (Water Code Appen-

-1,
1985-86:

1.
Directly elected board of trustees

Subject to reclamation district procedures
~.).

Does not

ly.

s not

See above Water Code reference.
comments:

- 180RECLAMATION DISTRICT NO. 1660

Statute: Chapter 591, Statutes of 1915 (Water Code Appendix §27-1, et ~-).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §27-2) .

Directly elected board of trustees

Maximum compensation: Subject to reclamation district procedures
{Water Code §50000, et ~.).
Last raised:
Method:

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments

See above Water Code reference.

- 181-

RECLAMATION

Statutes of 1919 (Water Code Appen-

1.

ject to reclamation district
seq.) .
See above.

Last

Does not
Does not
See

reference to Water Code.

- 182RECREATION AND PARK DISTRICTS

Statute:

Public Resources Code §5780, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

105.

Governing body & selection: Either appointed by county board of
supervisors and mayors, directly elected, or the county board of
supervisors serves as a district's board of directors (Public
Resources Code §5781.21 and 5781.4).
Maximum compensation: $100 per meeting, up to 2 meetings per
month (Public Resources Code §5782.18).
Last raised:

Method:

Chapter 991, Statutes of 1984 {AB 3272, Campbell).

None specified.

_9ther compensation:
"Actual necessary traveling and incidental
expenses" are permitted (Public Resources code §5782.19). Also
"reasonable expenses" for attending professional or vocational
meetings are permitted, including "transportation to and from
such meetings" (Public Resources Code §5782.12).
Additional comments: Board members may also be insured against
accidental death and injury {Public Resources Code §5782.11) and
may participate in group disability insurance {Public Resources
Code §5782 .10).

- 183-

Resources Code §5500, et

elected board of directors
9 and §5527).
$100 per day, up to $500 per month
§5536).
991, Statutes of 1984 (AB 3272, Campbell).
or reso
Not

Resources Code §5536).
Resources Code §5536).
join
medical or
per diem (Public Resources
also permits board members to

- 184RESORT IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS

Statute:
Resort Improvement District Law, Public Resources Code
§13000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

8.

Governing body & selection: A county board of supervisors is a
district's board of directors (Public Resources Code §13031).
Alternatively, district voters elect the board (Public Resources
§13034) .
Maximum compensation:
$25 per board meeting; and $25 per day, up
to 5 days per month for all directors except the president
(Public Resources Code §13041).
Last raised:
Method:

Added in 1968 and never increased.

None specified.

Other compensation:
For travel to 2 board meetings per month,
directors receive $0.15 per mile (Public Resources Code §13041).
For other travel 1 directors may receive compensation for "travel
and other expenses" (Public Resources Code §13041).
Additional comments:

85-

ic Resource

Code §9151

et

elected board of directors

Not

(Public Resources Code

Does not
ement
"
s Code §9303).

The
so 1

and necessary
strict may pay its
(54 Ops. Cal. Atty.

General's opinion suggests
group benefits.

- 186RIVER PORT DISTRICTS

Statute:

Harbors and Navigation Code §6800, et

Number in 1985-86:

~·

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by county boards of
supervisors and a city council (Harbors and Navigation Code
§6830).
Maximum compensation:
§6836).
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Harbors and Navigation Code

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Ot.her compensation: Reimbursement of "necessary traveling
s" is permitted (Harbors and Navigation Code §6836).
Additional comments: The Sacramento-Yolo Port District is the
only river port district.

- 18 -

CONTROL AND WATER

Control and Water Conservation
Statutes of 1945 (Water Code Appendix

6

The
's ex

None
Does not

None

side County Board of
board of directors

- 188ROAD MAINTENANCE DISTRICTS

Statute:

Streets and Highways Code §1550.1-1550.3.

Number in 1985-86:

5.

Governing body & selection: The county board of supervisors is
the district's governing body (Streets and Highways Code
§1550.1).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Additional comments:

None provided.

89-

Statutes of
66-1, et

1.

The Sacramento County Board of
s ex of
board of directors

(Water Code App. §66-7).

Not
Does not

necess

and reasonable traveling
§66-7).

- 190SACRAMENTO REGIONAL TRANSIT DISTRICT

Statute: Sacramento Regional Transit District Act, Public
Utilities Code §102000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: An appointed board of directors,
appointed by the Sacramento County Board of Supervisors and the
Sacramento City Council (Public Utilities Code §102100).
Maximum compensation: $50 a meeting, but not more than $200 a
month {Public Utilities Code §102106).
Last raised:
Method:

Chapter 648, Statutes of 1980 (SB 1866, Rodda).

Set by statute.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual necessary
traveling expenses" is allowed (Public Utilities Code §102107).
Additional comments:

91-

, Statute

1915

Code Appendix

elected board of levee
. §26-2).
, but no

limit (Water

31, Statutes of 1923 (SB 350, Handy).
tatute.
for

necessary expenses" is

- 192SAN BENITO COUNTY WATER CONSERVATION AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: San Benito County Water Conservation and Flood Control
District Act, Chapter 1598, Statutes of 1953 (Water Code Appendix
§70-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §70-9.1).
Maximum com~nsation:
Code App. §70-9.3).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

$100 per day, up to $2,000 per year (Water

Chapter 402, Statutes of 1983 (SB 372, Mello).

None specified.

Other compensation: $100
day in per diem and "actual and
necessary expenses" is permitted (Water Code App. §70-9.3).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et ~·

3-

Control Act, Chapter 73,
§43-1, et ~.).

The San Bernardino County Board of
's ex of
board of directors

Not
Does not
s not
Not

- 194SAN DIEGO COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute:
San Diego County Flood Control District Act, Chapter
55, Statutes of 1966, First Extraordinary Session (Water Code
Appendix §105-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection:
The San Diego County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §105-7).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §105-7).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
expenses" is paid (Water Code App. §105-7).
Additional comments:

5-

PORT DISTRICT

Act, Chapter 67,
Session (Harbors and

.) .

appoint the board of
Code App. 1, §16).
Salar
§

s not permitted (Harbors and

8

Does not
Does
"traveling and other
Code App. 1, §18).

- 196SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT DISTRICT

Statute:
San Francisco Bay Area Rapid Transit District Act,
Public Utilities Code §18500, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Directly elected board of directors
(Public Utilities Code §28745).
Maximum compensation:
$100 a meeting, but not more than one
meeting a day, but not more than $500 a month (Public Utilities
Code § 2 8 7 4 8 • 8) •
Last raised:

Chapter 239, Statutes of 1982

(AB 2112, McCarthy).

Method: Ordinance or resolution (Public Utilities Code
§28748.8).
Reimbursement for "necessary traveling and
is permitted (
1
lities Code §28748.8).
comments:

- 197-

Chapter 1435,
et
.).
985-86:

1.

elected board of directors

$ 00
mee
§101-12).

, up to 3 meetings per

, Statutes of 1983 (AB 256, Leonard).
spec

above the
pursuant to Water

- 198SANITARY DISTRICT: SANITARY DISTRICT LAW OF 1891

Statute:
1891.

Sanitary Dis

Number in 1985-86:

Law of 1891, Chapter 161

Statutes of

1.

Governing body & selection:

Directly elected board of directors

( § 2) •

Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.
s uncodified statute may have changed
trace.

99-

LAW OF 1923

89
elected board members
6 3 and 6 4 8 2 ) .
per

for meetings, up to $120 per
§6489).

1018, Statutes of 1967 (SB 180, Miller).

Actua
and Sa

f

s" and $0.11 per
§6489).
compensation
(Health and

-- 200-

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute:
San Joaquin County Flood Control and Water Conservation District Act, Chapter 46, Statutes of 1956, First
Extraordinary Session
(Water Code Appendix §79-1, et ~).

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The San Joaquin County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §79-6). But the board may delegate any or all
powers to an appointed commission (Water Code App. §79-7).

$24
Last raised:

r month (Water Code App. §79-6).

Added by statute in 1956 and never changed.

None s

ified.
1 and necessary expenses" are paid
9-6) .
The board sets the compensation any
resolution (Water Code App. §79-6). The
of supervisors receive is in addition to
Code App. §79-6) .

201-

Flood Control and Water Conser1294, Statutes of 1945 {Water Code

1.

San
s Obispo County Board
's ex officio board of directors

None

Last

Does not
Does not
None

comments

- 202SAN MATEO COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: San Mateo County Flood Control District Act, Chapter
2108, Statutes of 1959 {Water Code Appendix §87-1, et ~.}.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The San Mateo County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. 87-4).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §87-4).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
Reimbursement for "travel and other
is permitted (Water Code App. §87-4).

- 2 3-

San Mateo
0 0,

Transit

s

Act, Public Utilities

1

An
inted board of directors,
County Board of Supervisors and local
li
s
§103100).
$50 a mee
, but not more than $300 a
s Code §103113).

s

comments:

"actual necessary
§103113).

- 204SANTA BARBARA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Santa Barbara County Flood Control and Water
Conservation District Act, Chapter 1057, Statutes of 1955 (Water
Code Appendix §74-1, et ~.)
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Santa Barbara County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §74-6).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §74-6).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
Reimbursement for "actual and necessary
(Water Code App. §74-6).
comments:

- 2 5-

Hea

Care Authority Act,

1

board of directors
Board of Supervisors

$100 a
§1 76.2.
statute

, up to $200 per month

1982.

, reso

(Health and Safety Code

11

is

l

actual
Sa

for
Code §1176.2).
S

11

own per diem rate
the approval of the Santa
sors (Health and Safety Code

- 206-

SANTA BARBARA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute:
Santa Barbara County Water Agency Act, Chapter 1501,
Statutes of 1945 (Water Code Appendix §51-1, et ~.).

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Santa Barbara County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (Water
Code App. §51-7) .
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:

Method:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §51-7).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:
"Actual, necessary and reasonable traveling
ses" are paid (Water Code App. §51-7).
Additional comments:

- 207-

BARBARA METROPOLITAN

Barbara Me
s Code

litan Trans
0
et

District Act of

An appointed board of directors,
County Board of Supervisors and
Council (Public Util
s Code §95400) .

)

.

or
Resolut

or

s

$30 a

, up to $90 per month (Public

1 1965 statute.

lities Code §95492).
"necessary traveling and
Util
s Code §95492).

- 208SANTA CLARA COUNTY TRANSIT DISTRICT

Statute: Santa Clara County Transit District Act, Public
Utilities Code §100000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Santa Clara County Board of
Supervisors serves as the District's ex officio board of
directors (Public Utilities Code §100060).
Maximum compensation:
§100063).
raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Public Utilities Code

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

- 209VALLEY WATER DISTRICT

Santa Clara
Flood Control and Water
6, Statutes of 1973.

1985-86:

strict

1.
Directly elected and appointed by
of Supervisors (§7).
None

Last

Does not
Does not app
None
s
trace.

statute

have changed

- 210SANTA CRUZ COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Santa Cruz County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1489, Statutes of 1955 (Water Code Appendix
§77-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing board & selection: The Santa Cruz County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors.
Representatives of cities and other districts sit as additional
directors in certain circumstances
(Water Code App. §77-71 and
§77-72).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §77-73).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
Reimbursement for "actual, necessary and
expenses" is permitted (Water Code App.

Additional comments:

-

21 -

CRUZ METROPOLITAN TRANSIT DISTRICT

itan Transit District Act of 1967,
et

Cruz Me
s Code

An appointed board of directors,
ls and the Santa Cruz County
s Code §98100).
None

"necessary traveling and
Utilit s Code §98132).
comments:

- 212SEPARATION OF GRADE DISTRICTS

Statute: Separation of Grade District Act, Streets and Highways
Code §8100, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed commission (Streets and
Highways Code §§8130 and 8130.1).
Maximum compensation: $100 a meeting, up to 2 meetings per month
(Streets and Highways Code §8134).
Chapter 105, Statutes of 1986 (AB 2772, Rogers).
Method:

None specified.
Reimbursement for travel expenses is
and
ghways Code §8134).
comments:

- 213SEWER

of supervisors is
and Safety Code

None
Doe
Does

not
app
None
The Anderson Sewer
str t (Shasta County)
formed under the 1899 Act.
under a
1 act which was repealed

- 214SEWER MAINTENANCE DISTRICTS

Statute: Sewer Maintenance District Act, Health and Safety Code
§4860, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

16.

Governing body & selection: The county board of supervisors is
the district's ex officio governing body (Health and Safety Code
§4885.)
A city-council may be the ex officio governing body
under special circumstances (Health-and Safety Code §4889).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
None provided.
comments:

- 2 5-

SHASTA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Act,
et
.).

1512, Statutes

1.

The Shasta County Board of
s ex off io board of directors (Water

(Water Code App. §83-23).

Not pe
Does not
not
"Actua

necessary, and reasonable expenses"

. §83-23).

comments:

- 216SIERRA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Sierra County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 2123, Statutes of 1959 (Water Code Appendix
§91-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Sierra County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §91-9).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Water Code App. §91-9).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.
Reimbursement for "actual, necessary, and
is permitted (Water Code App. §91-9).

- 217-

and Water Conservation
1959
ter Code Appendix

6:
The Siskiyou County Board of
's ex offic
board of directors

Not

S

11

Re
is

Code App. 89-9).

"ac
, necessary, and
Code App. §89-9).

- 218-

SMALL CRAFT HARBOR DISTRICTS

Statute: Small Craft Harbor District Law, Harbors and Navigation
Code §7000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1

-'-

.

Governing body & selection: City council is the district's ex
officio governing body (Harbors and Navigation Code §7046).
Maximum compensation: $50 a meeting, up to 4 per month (Harbors
and Navigation Code §7047).
Last raised:
Method:

Set in 1959 and never changed.

None specified.
Reimbursement of "traveling and other
(Harbors and Navigation Code §7047).
The Oceanside Small Cra
Harbor District,
the Oceans
City Council, is the only

- 219-

AND WATER CONSERVATION

F
656

Control and Water Conservation
Statutes of 1951
Code Appendix

1.

County Board of
board of directors

The So
's ex of

----

Code App. §64-7).

Not
Does not

Re
s
comments:

for "

, necessary and
Code App. §64-7) .

- 220SONOMA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute:
of 1949.

Sonoma County Water Agency Act, Chapter 994, Statutes

Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Sonoma County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (§4).
Maximum compensation:

Not permitted (§4).

Does not apply.
Method:

Does not apply.
"Actual, necessary and reasonable traveling
§4) .
This uncodified statute may have changed
trace.

- 22 -

li

Act, He

and Sa

6

ia
appointed by
sors or city selection
Code §40420).
$ 00
§40426).

to $1,000 per month

1301, Statutes of 1987 (SB 151, Presley).

members also receive
s" (Health and

- 222-

Statute:
California Rapid Transit District Law, Public
Utilities Code §30000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed board of directors,
appointed by the Los Angeles County Board of Supervisors, the
Mayor of Los Angeles, and the city selection committee. County
supervisors and city councilmembers may be appointed (Public
Utilities Code §30201).
Maximum compensation: $50 per meeting, up to $500 per month
(Public Utilities Code §30251).
Last raised:
Method:

Set by original 1964 legislation.

Set by statute (

Utilities Code §30251).

None provided.

- 223-

Flood Control Enabl
Act, Chapter
Code
§120-1, e ~.)

Di
elected boards of
, or
Stanislaus County Board of
Code App. §120-210).

No 1

for e

ted directors (Water Code

Does not
resolut

Code

§

20-252).

for "
s reasonably
. §120-253).
the Orestirnba Creek Flood
ling act and it
supervisors govern a
, except for

- 224-

STOCKTON METROPOLITAN TRANSIT DISTRICT

Statute: Stockton Metropolitan Transit District Act, Public
Utilities Code §50000, et ~·
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed board of directors,
appointed by the San Joaquin County Board of Supervisors and the
Stockton City Council (Public Utilities Code §50060).
Maximum compensation: $15 per meeting, up to $45 per month
(Public Utilities Code §50087).
Set
Method:

original 1963 legislation.

Ordinance or resolution (Public Utilities Code §50087.
Reimbursement for "necessary traveling and
is permitted (Public Utilities Code §50087).

25MAINTENANCE DISTRICTS

2

1985-86

, Statutes of 1937 (Water Code Appendix

42.
The county board of supervisors or
str t's ex of
io governing body
and 42-5).

Does not

- 226STORM DRAINAGE MAINTENANCE

Statute: Storm Drainage Maintenance District Act of 1939,
Chapter 1100, Statutes of 1939.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The county board of supervisors
serves as a district's ~officio governing body (§10).
Maximum compensation:

Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.

Additional comments: The Pajaro Storm Drainage Maintenance
District in Santa Cruz County is the only agency which operates
under the 1939 Act.

- 227-

STORM WATER

f

et

1909,

222, Statutes

.).

elected board of trustees

$

0

to 6 days a month (Water

310, Statutes of 1985

(AB 591, Rogers).

i

"any expenses" is

A

re

the
pursuant to Water

- 228SUTTER COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Sutter County Water Agency, Chapter 2088, Statutes of
1959 (Water Code Appendix §86-1, et seq.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Sutter County Board of
Supervisors is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (Water
Code App. §86-7).
Maximum compensation:
$20 per meeting, no monthly limit.
(Water Code App. §86-7) .
Last raised:

Added in 1959 and never changed.

Method:
Set by statute, but may be altered upon 4/5 vote of
board and majority vote of adivsory council (Water Code App.
§86-7).
Other compensation:
"Actual, necessary and reasonable traveling
s" are paid (Water Code App. §86-7).

2 -

l

Resources Code

995

et

ials appo
the first
tors are directly elected

State law governing other
any compensation

Does not
s

app
however, state law governing
re
sement for
s
3 .

- 230-

TEHAMA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Tehama County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1280, Statutes of 1957, (Water Code
Appendix §82-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Tehama County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
(Water Code App. §82-8).
Maximum compensation:
§82-8).
Last raised:
Method:

$25 a day, no monthly limit (Water Code

Chapter 27, Statutes of 1969

(AB 113, Davis).

Set by statute.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual, necessary, and
reasonable expenses" is permitted (Water Code App. §82-8).
Additional comments:

3 -

DEVELOPMENT BOARDS

Trans

Deve

Act,

lie Utilities

985-86:
Ci
councilmernbers and a county
respective agencies (Public

to 5 committee meetings
s Code §120107).
12 , Statutes of 1984 (SB 1736, Deddeh).
Set

tatute (Publ

li

s Code §120107).

for "necessary and reasonable
Code §120107

the

- 232-

Statute: Tulare County Flood Control District Act, Chapter 1149,
Statutes of 1969.
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Tulare County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors (§6).
Maximum compensation:

statute

$50 per month as a salary (§6).

§6).
ement for "actual and necessary

comments:

- 233TUOLUMNE

Agency Act, Chapter 1236,
§113-1, et ~.).
1

The Tuolumne County Board of
s ex of
io board of directors (Water

Not
Last

tted

Code App. §113-33).

Does not
s not
neces

and reasonable traveling
13-33).

- 234-

Statute:

Health and Safe

Number in 1985-86:

Code §40150, et

~·

4.

Governing body & selection: Elec
of
ials appointed by their
county board of supervisors (Health and Safety Code §40151).
Maximum compensation: $100 per day, up to $3,600 per year
(Health and Safety Code §40154).
raised:

Chapter 169, Statutes of 1986 (AB 3133, Hannigan).

Resolution (Health and Safety Code §40154).
Other compensation: The board members also receive reimbursement
for "actual and necessary expenses" (Health and Safety Code
4 154) .

control distr ts
In addition to the
South Coast Air
pollution
counties
Board members
ir
as
distr

- 235-

UNIFIED AND UNION

Statute:

Code §18300

et

Either the unified high school
school district board (Education

None provided.
Does not
Does not
None

- 236DISTRICTS

Statute: Chapter 36, Statutes of 1903 (Water Code Appendix §7-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

2.

Governing body & selection: Landowners select board of trustees
in each district (Water Code App. §7-6).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

None provided.

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation:

None provided.

37UPPER

Santa Clara
Statutes of 1962, First
1985-86:

Law, Chapter 28,

1.

tly elected board of directors

This
to trace

statute may have changed since

None
s
trace.

f

statute may have changed

- 238VALLEJO SANITATION AND FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Statute: Vallejo Sanitation and Flood Control District Act,
Chapter 17, Statutes of 1952, First Extraordinary Session (Water
Code Appendix §67-1 et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The appointed board of trustees
consists of two Vallejo city councilmembers, two Solano County
supervisors, and a fifth public member (Water Code App. §67-3).
Maximum compensation: $75 per meeting, up to 3 meetings or $225
per month (Water Code App. §67-6).
Last raised:
Sebastiani) .

Chapter 105, Statutes of 1982 (AB 2279,

None provided.
comments:

- 239VENTURA COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL DISTRICT

Ventura
s of 1944,
§46-1, et

Flood Control District Act, Chapter 44,
inary Session (Water Code
~.).

Governing body & selection: The Ventura County Board of
Supervisors is the District's ex officio board of directors
Code App. §46-8).
Maximum compensation:
§46-8).

Set

$50 per month as a salary (Water Code

statute.

- 240WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICTS:
WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT ACT OF 1927

Statute: Water Conservation District Act of 1927, Chapter 91,
Statutes of 1927 (Water Code Appendix §34-1, ~t ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

2.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code App. §34-12).
Maximum compensation:
Code App. §34-22).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

$50 per day, up to 6 days per month (Water

Chapter 613, Statutes of 1973

(AB 894, MacDonald).

None specified.
"Any expenses
in the performance of
or authorized by the board" are paid (Water Code

Additional comments:

- 241-

WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICTS:
WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT ACT OF 1931

Water
, et ~·
1985-86:

strict Act of 1931, Water Code

2.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code §74091).
compensation:
Code §74208).

Directly elected board of directors

$100 per day, up to 6 days per month

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).
None speci
"Any expenses incurred
the performance of
zed by the board" are paid (Water Code

The board may raise
s s
above the
referendable ordinance pursuant to Water

- 242WATER REPLENISHMENT DISTRICTS

Statute:
et seq.

Water Replenishment District Act, Water Code §60000,

Number in 1985-86:

2.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code §60133).
Maximum compensation:
(Water Code §60143).
Last raised:
Method:

Directly elected board of directors

$100 per day, up to 6 days per month

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981 (SB 189, Ayala).

None specified.

Other compensation:
"Any expenses incurred in the performance of
his duties required or authorized by the board" are paid (Water
Code §60143).
Additional comments: The board may raise its stipend above the
statutory maximum by referendable ordinance pursuant to Water
Code §20200, et seq.

- 243WATER STORAGE DISTRICTS

Statute:
§

,

Cali
et

a Water

District Law, Water Code

~·

8.

Governing body & selection:
(Water Code §41300).
Maximum compensation:
(Water Code §40355).

$100

Directly elected board of directors

, up to 6 days per month

Chapter 725, Statutes of 1981

(SB 189, Ayala).

None speci
tors rece
$0.10 per mi
for travel
and "actual and necessary expenses" (Water
Code §40355).
The board
raise its stipend above the
re
le ordinance pursuant to Water

- 244YOLO COUNTY FLOOD CONTROL AND WATER CONSERVATION DISTRICT

Statute: Yolo County Flood Control and Water Conservation
District Act, Chapter 1657, Statutes of 1951, (Water Code
Appendix §65-1, et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Yolo County Board of Supervisors
is the District's ex officio board of directors (Water Code App.
§65-5).
Maximum compensation:
Last raised:
Method:

Not permitted (Water Code §65-5).

Does not apply.

Does not apply.

Other compensation: Reimbursement for "actual, necessary, and
reasonable expenses" is permitted (Water Code §65-5).
Additional comments:

- 245YUBA-BEAR RIVER

AUTHORITY

Yuba-Bear River Basin Authority Act, Chapter 2131,
Statutes of 1959 (Water Code
. §93-1, et seq.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: Appointed by Placer, Nevada, and
Sierra County Boards of Supervisors (Water Code App. §93-30).
Maximum compensation:
$20 per meeting, up to 3 meetings per
month (Water Code App. §93-31); and $20 per day upon district
board approval (Water Code App. §93-32).
Added in 1959 and never changed.
None

ci
approval, directors receive
Upon
expenses" {Water Code App. §93-32).

comments:

- 246YUBA COUNTY WATER AGENCY

Statute: Yuba County Water Agency Act, Chapter 788, Statutes of
1959 (Water Code Appendix §84-1 et ~.).
Number in 1985-86:

1.

Governing body & selection: The Yuba County Board of Supervisors
is the Agency's ex officio board of directors (Water Code App.
§84-7).
Maximum compensation:
Code App. §84-7).
Last raised:

$20 per meeting, no monthly limit.

(Water

Added in 1959 and never changed.

Method:
Set by statute, but can be altered by 4/5 vote of board
and majority vote of advisory council (Water Code App. §84-7).
Other compensation:
"Actual, necessary and reasonable traveling
expenses" are paid (Water Code App. §84-7).
Additional comments:
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